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We would like to thank Anna Karion for the constructive comments. In the following document, the 

reviewers’ comments are marked in italic font and indented, our answers are in regular font. Changes 

in the manuscript are marked-up in red and listed as framed screenshots below the respective 

comment. The line numbers in our listed changes refer to the marked-up version of the revised 

manuscript, that is provided separately. 

Point-by-Point reply 
1. L188, perhaps I missed this earlier but what is ml_n ?  (and again elsehwere including L326, 

after 1.4 liters (ln?))? 

Thanks for pointing that out. We added an explanation and changed volumetric units to SI units in 

the updated version of the manuscript: 

 

 

 

 

2. L197, rather than "bar" perhaps SI units would be used here (editors can comment on journal 

policy) (same comment, line 332 using "atm".) 

Changed that from 4 bar to 0.4 MPa and from 1 atm to 1013 hPa. 

 



 

 

3. L213, approximately should be spelled out here and elsewhere I believe (editors can comment 

on that) 

Done. 

 

4. L 229 Typo, June 18 is used twice, should be June 17  

Done. 

 

5. L243 should be the analyzer's (apostrophe added) 

Done. 

 

6. Fig 4 and Fig 5, one is labeled GPS Altitude and one geometric - are these the same thing?  

(i.e. both based on the GPS reading?). (and same question for other figures - perhaps they 

should all be made with consistent labeling). 

This is an interesting point, that has also been risen by the editor of this manuscript, Fred Stroh 

(editor review prior to interactive discussion). There is a small difference: In Fig 4 the GPS altitude 

information is directly linked to the descent velocity (which is calculated from the GPS altitude time 

series). In Fig 5 (and the following) the GPS altitude data has been attributed to the trace gas mixing 

ratios that were measured after the flight. In context of this paper it seems appropriate to be specific 

especially in the latter case (thanks again to Fred Stroh for pointing this out). 

We updated the Fig 4 caption and the yaxis label of Fig 8 in order to make this clearer and consistent: 

 

 



7. L286: "between the both" should be "between the two" 

Done. 

 

8. L335 and on: It would help the reader if discussion of Figure 8 could mention the sharp 

changes in the modeled resolution occur at the junctions between different diameter parts of 

the Aircore. 

Thanks for pointing that out. William Sturges also raised this point. We added one sentence for 

clarification: 

 


